
CORRECTIVE ACTION PLAN 
 
A root-cause analysis for patient outcomes that did not meet benchmarks for 
survival in the years 2012-2015 was performed to determine patterns that may be 
used as a basis for corrective actions.   
 
One year survivals approaching but not meeting benchmarks were identified in 
multiple years, including 2012, 2014 and 2015. 100 day survival also approached 
but did not meet benchmarks in two of the four assessed years.  Please refer to 
corresponding figures for review.  
 
Review of mortality cases revealed that the specific causes of death were 
predominantly due to progression of disease. A large proportion of patients with 
progression may not have undergone optimal cytoreduction prior to 
transplantation.  In addition, complications related to transplant were identified as 
contributing to the cause of death despite adhering to standards of cancer treatment 
protocols.  Treatment related complications were difficult to avoid and included 
early events [septic shock] as well as late events [presumed chemotherapy 
associated pulmonary fibrosis, secondary AML]. 
 
Specific corrective actions to address these issues include the following.  

1. Re-assessing disease response in the immediate period prior to 
transplantation [30 days] as there are often delays in progressing to 
transplantation expediently. Patients who lose disease response will need to 
be re-induced prior to undergoing consolidation with high dose therapy and 
stem cell transplantation.  

2. Implementing more stringent criteria for transplantation including 
consideration of physiologic age and associated co-morbidities, confirming 
chemosensitivity prior to transplantation, and perhaps attaining better 
quality responses prior to consideration of transplant [e.g. VGPR or better for 
myeloma; or CR for Hodgkin and aggressive lymphomas] 

3. Considering which [if any] primary refractory aggressive lymphomas are 
suitable for transplantation and implementing more stringent selection. 
Increased early mortality due to disease progression appears to be evident in 
patients with primary refractory disease despite achieving responses with 
subsequent lines of chemotherapy regimens and demonstrating 
chemosensitivity.  

4. Participating in novel clinical trials involving transplantation that 
incorporate novel agents in the conditioning regimen. 

5. Consensus review of challenging cases and referral to external institutions 
for consideration of more optimal treatment choices [e.g. allogeneic stem cell 
transplantation for transformed lymphoma]. 

 
  








